
MATH 202A, final test, due Saturday Dec 14th at 9pm.

Name
Student ID #

All the necessary work to justify an answer and all the necessary steps of a proof must be
shown clearly to obtain full credit. Partial credit may be given but only for significant
progress towards a solution. Show all relevant work in logical sequence and indicate all
answers clearly. Cross out all work you do not wish considered.

No cooperation with other students and no use of online resources is allowed during the
test. The only allowed sources are Folland’s textbook and your class notes.

1. (8pts) Given two metric spaces X and Y and a continuous map f : X → Y , let Kn,
n ∈ IN, be nonempty compact subsets of X such that Kn+1 ⊂ Kn for all n. Show that

f(∩nKn) = ∩nf(Kn).
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2. (8pts) Let f : [0, 1]→ IR be continuous and let Nf (y) count the number of solutions of
the equation f(x) = y. Show that Nf (y) is Lebesgue measurable and∫ ∞

−∞
Nf (y)dy = Var10(f)

whenever either side is well defined.
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3. (8pts) Consider the space C[0, 1] of real-valued continuous functions on [0, 1] with the
topology of uniform convergence. Given M > 0, let

FM :={f ∈ C[0, 1] : ∃x0 ∈ [0, 1] |f(x)− f(x0)| ≤M |x− x0| for all x ∈ [0, 1]}.

Show that FM is closed and nowhere dense in C[0, 1].
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4. (8pts) Let X be a topological space such that

• for each point x and its neighborhood U there is a closed neighborhood V ⊂ U of x ;

• each open cover of X has a countable subcover.

Prove that, for any disjoint closed sets A and B, there are disjoint open sets U and V such
that A ⊂ U and B ⊂ V .
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5. (8pts) Let F be a family of continuous real-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff
space, and suppose that F separates points. Show that any continuous real-valued function
on X can be uniformly approximated by a polynomial in a finite number of functions of F .
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